We’ve Brought Laughter Into Their Lives...

So Their Families Smile Again....
No Cure!

There is no cure for a child who is mentally challenged.

...and 2 out of every hundred children in the country suffer from mental illnesses!

There are 15 lakh such children in India!

And since there is no cure, the child’s father, mother and maybe one sibling are tied down for life, through no fault of their own, looking after this special child:

So more than 45 lakh people suffer!

Is That Fair To Them?
Is It Fair?

Just imagine leading a life, where you don't attend family functions, stop going for weddings, start becoming a recluse, move into depression, because every moment, every minute of your life is spent looking after this child who never grows up!

Is It Fair?

Then look at that mentally challenged child, sometimes chained to a table, tied to a bed, while the parents eek out a living, hardly knowing the world outside, becoming more surly, more angry, getting a punishment they do not deserve!

Is It Fair

Now look at him again, see the joy on his face!

A joy he gets at Adhar!

Now it's fair
An Equal Opportunity

At Adhar’s two homes in Badlapur and Nashik, founded in 1990 by the Late Shri M.G.Gore, parents of children who are mentally challenged have as equal an opportunity to enjoy life as any other parent! And we have given them this opportunity by taking their responsibility from their hands, completely, fully and forever! And while the parents get back to enjoying their lives, the children find:

**Friendship**

**Contentment**

**Self-Fulfillment**

**............and Joy**
Listen to their words of **JOY**...

".....My son Ashish is here for the last 14 years. After coming here he has improved a lot and whenever I take him home he just wants to come back to Adhar. Whenever I come here, I feel I am coming to a resort. My burden is lifted. Now I am not worried who will look after Ashish after I am gone."  
(Mrs M. Sukumaran passed away last year but Ashish is safe with us...)

"....Harish has been in Adhar for a year now. It was a huge effort to put him elsewhere, but now he has found a home, a home away from home. Even his drugs have been reduced through counseling."  
(....Harish's Grandmother)

"....After 33 years of my mother taking care of Irfan, I was finally able to take my mother for a stress free vacation for ten days, because now we are assured that Irfan is being well taken care off..."  
(....Irfan's Brother, Usmanbhai)
WHY ARE THEY SO HAPPY?

- Beautiful Locations at Badlapur and Nashik
- Care and Compassion
- Round the Clock Monitoring
- Fellowship and Friendship
- Constructive Activity
- Meditation and Yoga
- Games
- Love

Adhar is Making it Happen!

And You Can Make it Happen all the more! Let their laughter increase. Allow their smiles to grow broader and bigger with JOY!
Adhar at Nashik, Where Nature Heals

With more and more parents hearing how Adhar lifts a load off them, there was a need to start another home at Nashik: A beautiful location where sun, clouds, hills and all of nature smile down on these beloved children. Here the setup, structure and models are unique, with huge windows looking out onto beautiful sunrises, rooms integrated in a way, that helps better monitoring, yet greater flexibility in enjoying the natural environment. Just a short distance away is a multi speciality hospital in case of emergencies.
Take a drive down and watch these once unfortunate children now smiling, laughing and happy at their good fortune.
Do you hear the Laughter of God’s Own children?

Do you see them finding friendship, contentment and joy with each other? Can you see the faces of their parents, smiling at you? It will be fair if you help make it happen.

We are sure You want to make it happen.
Just get in touch with us and partner with our cause.

You May Contact Us at
Adhar, 102, Om Shraddha Saburi Society, Opp Bhagwati High School, Vishnu Nagar, Naupada, Thane (W)-400602.
Ph: +91-22-25426753 / 9821054369
Email: vishwasgore1960@hotmail.com
Visit us online: www.adhar.org

And do remember we are
Exempted under Section 80(G) of Income Tax Act 1961 and
Registered under Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act 1976